
1: Overview of Audit and Assurance 
Define an assurance engagement 

Assurance engagement: an engagement in which an assurance practitioner expresses a conclusion 
designed to enhance the degree of confidence of the intended users other than the responsible party about 
the outcome of the evaluation or measurement of a subject matter against criteria. 
 
Assurer: must have the knowledge and expertise to assess the truth and fairness of the information being 
presented by the preparers. They also must be trained and independent. 

 
Differentiate between different types of assurance services 

Different services:  
- Financial report (compulsory for many, demand constant), limitations: may not be free from error 

or fraud, reasonable cost and time frame, professional judgement. 
- Compliance (has regulation been complied with? E.g. tax audit) 
- Performance (economy, efficiency and effectiveness of an organisation’s activities) 
- Comprehensive (financial, compliance and performance) 
- Internal (evaluates risk management, internal control procedures and governance) 
- CSR (voluntary environmental, employee and social reporting) 

 
Differentiate between different levels of assurance 

Reasonable: high but not absolute assurance on the reliability of the subject matter 
Limited: moderate assurance, given evidence examined, its correct 
No Assurance: where the procedures performed have already been agreed upon. The client forms the 
conclusion based on the facts presented by the auditor. 

 
Verify different audit opinions 

Unmodified: clean opinion (no issues) 
Modified: 

- Unqualified modified, Emphasis of matter (draw attention to a specific issue raised) 
- Qualified (all good “except for” material but not pervasive) 
- Adverse (Financial report is highly materially misstated and pervasive) 

Disclaimer of opinion (sufficient evidence can’t be obtained) 
- A review will only have a conclusion not an opinion. 
- Interim reporting means not nearly as much testing done here 

 
Differentiate between the different role of the preparer and the auditor 

Preparers must 
make fin stats; 

Relevant 
Reliable (free from error or material misstatement)  
Comparable (consistent across time and companies) 
Understandable 
True and fair (faithful application of accounting standards) 

Auditors 
responsibilities; 

Professional scepticism (auditor must remain independent)  
Professional judgement (level of expertise used in audit) 
Due Care (being diligent during audit) 

Users are; Potential Investors, Suppliers, Customers, Lenders, Employees, Government, Public 
 
Justify the demand for audit and assurance services 

Demand: Comes about from remoteness of the users from the company, complexity of the company, 
competing incentives and reliability. 
Theoretical Frameworks:  
- Agency Theory (Owner vs manager creates costs, so need audit) 
- Information hypothesis (need high quality information, hence need audit) 
- Insurance hypothesis (investors can insure against losses by having an audit) 
Voluntary disclosures: Demand by shareholders to disclose CSR information is increasing. CSR disclosures 
are voluntary and therefore don’t need to be audited. 

 



Discuss the different regulators and regulations 
REGULATORS: 
Financial Reporting Council (FRC)  
-oversees the process used for setting accounting 
and auditing standards  
-monitors and reports on auditor independence  
 
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board 
(AUASB)  
-formulate auditing standards  
 
International Auditing and Assurance Standards 
Board  
-develop International Standards on Auditing  
 
Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards 
Board (APESB)  
-issues professional and ethical standards  
 

Australian Securities and Investments Commission  
-Government body that administers the ASIC Act and 
Corporations Act  
 
Australian Securities Exchange  
-provide additional obligations for entities wishing to 
list on the exchange  
 
Companies and Auditors and Liquidators Disciplinary 
Board 
-responds to ASIC and APRA regarding breaches of 
Corporations Actor ASIC Act  
-board may cancel or suspend auditor 
 
Professional Bodies  
-includes professionals in public practice  
 

 
REGULATIONS 
Corporations Act  provides guidance on conducting audit of financial reports  
 
Clerp 9  
Significant changes brought about from 1 July 2004 including auditing standards having ‘force of law.’ 
Other changes include: 

– Disclosure of non-audit services provided by auditor. 
– Enhanced independence and employment requirements. 
– Partner rotation 

 
Verify the audit expectation gap 

What is it? The difference between the expectations of assurance providers and financial report users 
What causes it? UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS, such as:  

- the auditor providing complete assurance  
- the auditor guaranteeing future viability of entity  
- the auditor will find all frauds 

Users are impacted by: firm reputation, firm independence, knowledge of auditing, economic conditions 
In reality, auditors impacted by: standards, regulation and legislation 
Gap can be reduced by: 
Auditors performing their duties appropriately, and undertaking peer reviews of work performed  
Users updating themselves on audit understandings, being more educated 

 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

Internal Auditors  are employees of the company and thus cannot be fully independent of the company 
Audit Reports  Directors and auditor’s responsibilities are split in the financial report so that readers know 
that the directors of the company and the auditors have separate and distinct responsibilities 
 
Demand for auditing in economic downturns: increase in difficult times because an audit will increase the 
credibility of reports and this increase access to external finance.  
-Firms with greater need to reduce costs will shift down from Big 4 auditors to mid-tier auditors  
-Firms with greater need for credibility and financial advice will shift up from mid-tier to Big 4 auditors  
 
Financial vs environmental audit: 
Financial reports  reasonable level of assurance and contains an opinion by the external auditor 
Environmental audit  limited assurance, contains a conclusion not an opinion usually, no binding standard 
Efficiency audit  concerned with economy and efficiency of operations, no binding standard 

 


